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Electrical experts plot ways
to use waves’ potential
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that a site at Gardiner, just north

of Reedsport, would be good
for a pilot wave power plant.
Wave energy devices would be
anchored to the seaﬂoor about
one to two miles from Gardiner.
The site is attractive because some
features that served a decommissioned International Paper Co.
mill are already in place. Electricity would ﬂow through a cable on
the seaﬂoor that would connect
to a power substation near the
old mill. The mill also had an
efﬂuent pipe that stretches onto
the ocean ﬂoor where the electric cables could come ashore.

Bedard said. “But there are a lot of
issues to be worked out ﬁrst. That’s
why we are holding this meeting.”
A ﬂoating wave-energy system
would require consistent, gently
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that could damage the device.
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